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A-levels
An A-level is an "Advanced

Level" qualification

They first appeared in the

UK education system in

1951, replacing the "Higher

School Certificate"

A-levels are one of the most

popular choices for young

people continuing education

after their GCSE's.

Do you know?

The most popular A-level

subjects taken in 2020

were:

Mathematics, Economics,

Biology, Physics and

Chemistry 



A-levels
The entry requirements for an

A-level will depend on the

provider, a good rule of thumb

is that you should have 4 - 5

GCSE passes at grade 4 and

above, this usually includes

maths and English

Some providers may also ask

you to have at least a 5 in the

subject you want to study

Do you know?

Your A-level results will

convert in to UCAS points

- a grading system that

Universities use to gauge

entry requirements for a

degree.



A-levels
An A-level is a programme of

study which is usually two

years long

Most students will study 3 or

more subjects at the same

time

A-levels are predominantly

offered by sixth form and FE

colleges

A-levels are a "level 3"

qualification

Do you know?

FE stands for Further

Education and this term

covers everything taught

at a level 3 difficulty,

including vocational

qualifications like BTECs



A-levels
A-levels are linear courses,

the final grade you receive is

from sitting a final exam

A-levels are subject based,

they are similar to GCSEs in

that you will spend nearly all

of your time in a classroom

with a fixed timetable

A-levels will require discipline

and self study to achieve high

grades

Do you know?

Some universities will not

accept certain

combinations of A-level

subjects so make sure you

research carefully



A-levels
If you like structure and enjoyed

school life, A-levels might be a

good option

If you have subjects you really

enjoy and/or excel at, but aren't

sure of a future job yet, then A-

levels might be a good option

If your career pathway means

that you need to take A-levels

for a degree - then A-levels are a

good choice for you!

Do you know?

College life is similar to

school - with terms,

timetables, pastoral support

and extracurricular activities

- BUT, there will be a bigger

emphasis on organising

yourself!



T-levels
The T stands for "Technical" and

the T-level is a "Technical

Qualification"

T-levels were first introduced to

the UK education system in

September 2020

T-levels can be described as a

cross-over between an A-level

and a vocational qualification,

like a BTEC

Do you know?

T-levels are more in-depth

than a singular A-level, so

each T-level is the

equivalent of studying three

A-levels



T-levels
T-levels were designed by

talking with employers and

industry experts who identified a

list of skills, knowledge and

behaviour that a person would

need to develop to excel at a

certain role, or in a certain

industry

There are currently only a small

list of providers offering T-levels

Do you know?

Design, Surveying and

Planning for Construction

Healthcare Science

Digital Support Services

You can study some of these

pathways at T-level:



T-levels
The entry requirements for a T-

level will depend on the

provider, a good rule of thumb is

that you should have 4 - 5 GCSE

passes at grade 4 and above, this

usually includes maths and

English

Some providers may also ask

you to have at least a 5 in

related subjects to the one you

want to study

Do you know?

You can currently only

apply to study a T-level

BEFORE you turn 19? The

government plan to allow

adults to study T-levels but

no date has been released

yet!



T-levels
T-levels like A-levels are also a

two year programme of study

T-levels include an industry

placement of at least 315 hours,

or approximately 45 days

There are currently restricted

study options and providers, but

by 2023 there should be 24

courses to choose from

T-levels are "level 3"

qualifications

Do you know?

Your industry placement

might be done in one single

block, or over the course of

your T-level, such as  day a

week.



T-levels
T-levels are more of a blended

learning, 80% classroom, 20%

work placement

They are assessed by end of year

national exams as well as

practical competency

assessments

T-levels are designed to prepare

you for specific roles or industry

sectors where there is a current

employer need

Do you know?

You don't need to find your

own employer for your

industrial placement? Your

provider will help you to find

one, or will already have a

placement ready for you!



T-levels
T-levels are a good cross between

practical and academic - if you

are ready to get real experience a

T-level might be for you

T-levels are designed for industry

- if you have a firm idea about the

job or industry you want, T-levels

might be a good choice for you

If you are unsure about

apprenticeships or study - T-levels

might be the perfect mix for you

Do you know?

The final grade for a T-level

will be a Pass, Merit or

Distinction - this will convert

into UCAS points if you want

to study at a higher level,

such as a degree.



Personal
Statement
A personal statement is a piece of

writing which lets the reader know

why you're the perfect candidate

You may be asked to provide one

for a college, university, job,

apprenticeship or volunteering

position

You should tailor your statement

to the application to get the best

results

Do you know?

A good personal statement

can really open doors for

you by getting the readers

attention - think of it like

your own personal advert

and really sell yourself!



Personal
Statement
Your statement should reflect

you, but remember that humour

is difficult to universally please!

Include your interests, your

experience and the reasons you

want the role/course

Spend time researching the

course/industry/role/employer

so that you can draw relevant

comparisons

Do you know?

Just like your assignments,

your personal statement can

be checked for plagiarism -

so if you find an amazing

example on line, use it as

inspiration and make yours

unique to you!



Application
Forms
Most application forms are now

interactive online formats

You will need to complete an

application form multiple times as

an adult - to apply for courses,

jobs, mortgages, credit cards,

passports...

Applications take time and require

lots of personal information -

ensure you are safe when giving

out information

Do you know?

The English language is

complicated, we have several

terms which mean the same

thing, for example:

Surname

Last Name

Family name



Application
Forms
Many employers say the one of the

reasons candidates are unsuccessful is

that they are unable to satisfy the

application process

Make sure the information you provide

is correct, and ask your references if

they mind before citing them

Remember to do a spelling and

grammar check and save a copy in

case you are asked about your

application in interview stages

Do you know?

Many employers will do some

research on you - make sure

your social media account

settings only display public

information you would want a

prospective employer to see!



Further
Information

Visit our website

stockport-jobsmatch.co.uk


